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Finkeberg

Finkeberg is a charming village, with traditional chalet-style hotels, surrounded by the beautiful scenery of the Zillertal. In few words, it is a medium-sized Tyrolean village in the beautiful Zillertal Alps with a long tradition of skiing and tourism. Located within the Zillertal nature park, the village has just over 1,500 inhabitants throughout the year, but in this number there’s the Olympic champion Leonhard Stock as well as Professor Peter Habler, the first to climb Everest without an oxygen mask.

GET TO KNOW

The village is located about three kilometers southwest of Mayrhofen and 200 meters above the river Ziller on a generally sunny and gently sloping terrace in the Tuxertal area. The highest mountain in the Zillertal Alps, the Hochfeiler (3,510 m), is part of the widespread community that extends to the Italian border. In terms of skiing, Finkeberg is located in the center of the Ski and Glacierworld Zillertal 3000 ski area, which starts from the nearby Mayrhofen to the Hintertux Glacier snowfields all year round. Ski and Glacier World Zillertal 3000 is the largest unique ski region in the beautiful Austrian Ziller Valley; The Ski and Glacier World Zillertal 3000 offers a wide range of skis between 630 and 3,250 meters above sea level. However, there are trails up to 12 km from the top of the Tux glacier to the valley. Thanks to state-of-the-art snow-making facilities covering 196 hectares of slopes, ski conditions are guaranteed as long as the temperatures are sufficiently low. The mountains around Finkeberg are ideal for any kind of winter seasons lovers. Enthusiasts can walk through isolated forests and long descents over picturesque mountain huts to the peaks.
IT IS AS UNIQUE AS IT IS FULL OF VARIETY; A PLACE THAT HAS BEEN COMPLETELY CREATED FOR SPA LOVERS & SPORT ENTHUSIASTS, FAMILIES & LOVERS, GOURMETS AND FOODIES AS WELL AS HIGH DEMAND SOLO TRAVELERS. DAY AFTER DAY, THE STOCK RESORT WILL SURPRISE YOU.

+ 43 5285 6775 - urlaub@stock.at - thehotelspecialist.it/stock-resort
Editor's Note

The STOCK Resort is located in Finkenberg in the beautiful Zillertal, the perfect destination for active vacationers. Hiking enthusiasts will have fun thanks to the network of paths of more than 1,750 kilometers. If you like climbing, you will find multiple climbing routes on the Zillertal slopes. And the Hintertux glacier is the only ski resort in Tyrol to offer even in summer the opportunity to have fun on the ski slopes.

First-class comfort, which is defined by a wonderful combination of Tyrol charm and state-of-the-art facilities, sets the tone in the STOCK Resort. Every room has its own story to tell, its own personality and an ambiance which is magical; something which can also be experienced in the lovely suites of this luxury and lovely place.

The culinary seduction starts in the glow of the morning sun, where they invite you to enjoy STOCK’s breakfast buffet with regional specialities for you to savour. At lunchtime they spoil you at the inclusive buffet with front cooking and in the evening their award-winning kitchen will delight with their 6-course menu with options.

STOCK RESORT
DORF 142 - 6292 FINKENBERG - ZILLERTAL – TYROL
+ 43 5285 6775 - urlaub@stock.at - thehotelspecialist.it/stock-resort
Lech Am Arlberg

The mountain villages of Lech and Zürs are best-known as winter playgrounds for British skiers, including the late Princess Diana. Founded in the 14th century by émigrés from the Valais district of Switzerland, Lech am Arlberg still has its original Pfarrkirche (parish church) from that era. This archetype of a snug alpine ski village is practically joined to Oberlech, a satellite resort a little farther up the mountain.

GET TO KNOW

Lech am Arlberg is a delightful surprise for everyone visiting Switzerland and Austria. The majestic peaks, the crystal clear lakes and the quaint architecture are simply captivating. Skiers across the world know it as the premier sky resort frequented by the rich and famous like the royals of Holland and Jordan and the actor Tom Cruise. Such is the charm of this place that even the non-skiers fall for it and enjoy in the horse drawn sleigh rides, walking in the woods, visit the 14th cent. St. Nicholas Church and visit a small museum that displays the lifestyle of the medieval days. Lech stands at 1,440m; Oberlech is at 1,710m. Zürs is more fashionable, but Lech has its own claim to fame. Despite its reputation as a ski resort, Lech offers some great warm-weather activities, too. In summer, visitors come here to tour the Upper Lech Valley, which stretches for 56km to a scenic valley between the Lechtal and the Allgäu Alps.
IT IS ONE OF THE RARE FAMILY OWNED AND RUN WINTER SPORT HOTELS IN THE WORLD. SPANNING 4 GENERATIONS, IT HAS BEEN IN THE FAMILY SINCE 1451 AND RUN AS A HOTEL SINCE 1929. A STUNNING HOTEL WHERE THE SENSE OF BEING A FRIEND OF THE FAMILY IS VERY MUCH ALIVE.

+ 43 5583 3500-33 - info@almhof.at - thehotelspecialist.it/almhof-schneider
Editor's Note

The hotel Almhof Schneider is situated in a convenient position, somewhat off the main road and at the foot of the Schlegelkopf mountain. Here each Guest can enjoy the vacation in peace, without a car, walking into the centre, putting on their skis outside the front door, enjoying the cross country track, walks, the skating rink and the toboggan run. Everything is within close range.

Alpine fir paneling, limestone and walnut are just some of these materials, crafted into exquisite form with excellent workmanship. This clever use of timber and stone, set with well-chosen antique furniture, smart warm fabrics and open fire places, creates a calm elegance and a comfortable ambiance that make the Almhof so special.

Just 18 rooms and 35 suites represent the accommodation at the Almhof. All spacious and individually furnished and finished following the design ethos of the hotel. It offers 2 restaurants, the opulent “Wunderkammer” for a more private experience, and the casual yet elegant “Restaurant im Almhof Schneider” meet different expectations.

ALMHOF SCHNEIDER
TANNBERG 59 - 6764 LECH AM ARLBERG
+ 43 5583 3500-33 - info@almhof.at - thehotelspecialist.it/almhof-schneider
Aurelio Lech has set a new standard in contemporary Alpine style and quiet sophistication, just on the slopes above the centre of Lech. An outstanding ski-in/ski-out hotel presented in traditional wooden chalet form and then subtly tuned to the 21st century.

+ 43 5583 2214 - office@aureliolech.com - thehotelspecialist.it/aurelio-lech
Editor's Note

Winter vacation at the Aurelio Lech means to enjoy the mountain world, covered in deep snow, magnificent downhill skiing or hiking through pristine snow landscapes, fascinating pistes, cross country skiing tours, ice skating, curling, sleighing and snow shoeing are only a few of the many attractions. Around Lech and Zürs non skiers can enjoy 40 km of prepared winter hiking trails.

Aurelio Lech is luxurious but relaxed; contemporary, but firmly embedded in its Austrian roots. The interiors of Aurelio Lech are decorated with traditional touches that reflect the alpine heritage of the Vorarlberg region but it is the feeling of warmth that permeates throughout Aurelio Lech, which creates its charming, relaxed atmosphere.

Rooms and suites are individually designed respecting the alpine heritage of the Vorarlberg, whilst sympathetically and elegantly applying a contemporary focus to their furnishing and finishes. The gourmet cuisine at Restaurant Aurelio's blends traditional and modern Austrian recipes with international dishes.

AURELIO LECH
TANNBERG 130 - 6764 LECH AM ARLBERG
+ 43 5583 2214 - office@aureliolech.com - thehotelspecialist.it/aurelio-lech
THE KRISTIANIA LECH IS A TRADITIONAL SKI CHALET ON THE EXTERIOR, BUT THE INTERIOR REVEALS A RENOWNED CONTEMPORARY ART COLLECTION AND INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED ROOMS FOCUSED ON THE ARTWORK. PAMPERING THEIR GUESTS IS A TRADITION AT THE KRISTIANIA LECH.

+ 43 5583 25610 - info@kristiania.at - thehotelspecialist.it/kristiania-lech
Editor's Note

Kristiania Lech is ideally located on the southern hilltop of the village of Lech, a short stroll from the gondolas and the exclusive shops of this alpine resort. Lech is one of the world’s best known ski resorts and boasts 88 ski lifts and 260km of piste and the hotel aims to make your days on these slopes as enjoyable as possible. Although Lech keeps pace with the growing demands, it still knows how to preserve its original character.

It features 29 unique guestrooms and suites, gourmet cuisine and genuine Austrian hospitality. Personal style and unique charm are the distinctive attributes of Kristiania. The philosophy of the art of living naturally focuses on the guest. Austrian hospitality, impeccable personal service and a convivial atmosphere are all equally important.

The Kristiania à la carte restaurant, with its canopied cooking range, makes the ideal setting for classical fine dining while the Kaminzimmer with its open fireplace is designed for casual dining and relaxed get togethers. And you’ll never suffer through a lack of choice of what to drink with dinner, there are over 7000 bottles of mature wine in the traditional cellar.

KRISTIANIA LECH
OMESBERG 331 - 6764 LECH AM ARLBERG
+ 43 5583 25610 - info@kristiania.at - thehotelspecialist.it/kristiania-lech
Neustift im Stubaital

Already the Romans left their marks in this area. The Stubaital valley has been mentioned for the first time in 1000 AC under the name of “Stupeia”. However, Neustift im Stubaital is surrounded by majestic mountain peaks. Exactly 109 mountains tower in this area, which are more than 3.000 metres high. Neustift, located only 25 km from the Alpine city of Innsbruck, is characterised by the parish church Saint Georg.

GET TO KNOW

In Neustift im Stubaital and surroundings, there are several hiking trails, e.g. the alpine fauna educational trail, the “WildeWasserWeg” and the popular Stubai high path. The main church of Saint Georg is the second largest village church of Tyrol, features an interior with magnificent frescos. One glance only makes winter sport enthusiasts’ hearts leap for joy, as there is the largest glacier skiing area of Tyrol, which is the Stubai Glacier. From autumn on you can ski on 64 km of ski slopes, before enjoying après ski in one of the ski lodges. A total of 26 lift facilities take you on 3.210 m asl, hardly surprising that the Stubai Glacier is called “Kingdom of Snow”. In the unlikely case this skiing area might not satisfy your needs, there are also the Elferlifte Neustift skiing area in the neighbouring Fulpmes as well as the ski centre Schlick 2000 and the Serlesbahnen Mieders skiing areas.
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SPA-HOTEL Jagdhof

SPA-HOTEL JAGDHOF IS A STUNNING 5-STAR SPA HOTEL SURROUNDED BY THE HIGH RIDGES OF THE STUBAI VALLEY AND WITH PANORAMIC VIEWS OF THE GLACIER AT ITS END. THE HOTEL IS DESIGNED IN TRADITIONAL TYROLEAN STYLE, WITH OPEN AND COMFORTABLE ROOMS THAT CREATE LOTS OF LIGHT.

+ 43 5226 2666 - mail@hotel-jagdhof.at - thehotelspecialist.it/spa-hotel-jagdhof
Editor's Note

Nestled in Neustift im Stubaital, overlooking the splendid Stubai glacier, the SPA-HOTEL Jagdhof is set in Tyrol, the perfect winter sports destination for all the family, snowcapped mountains surround this luxurious wellness retreat which is situated near the Italian border, 150 km from Merano, 20 km from Innsbruck. It is 20 minutes away from the Stubai glacier, which is one of the largest and highest skiable glaciers in the Alps.

70 generous rooms & suites are decorated with individual flair in Tyrolean country house style, most with balconies offering panoramic mountain views. Each room is cosy and features traditional wood panelling in a welcoming chalet style. They provide every modern comfort combined with many antique furniture, creating a real country house elegance.

The hotel's restaurant serves top quality gourmet food and has been awarded two toques by the Gault Millau guide in recognition of its high standards. Covering over 3,000 sqm, the jSPA is one of Austria’s largest Spa with amazing facilities like beautifully designed indoor and outdoor pools, marble steam rooms, saunas and a vitality area with various Spa treatments on offer.

SPA-HOTEL JAGDHOF
SCHEIBE 44 - 6764 NEUSTIFT
+ 43 5226 2666 - mail@hotel-jagdhof.at - thehotelspecialist.it/spa-hotel-jagdhof
Sölden

It may be synonymous with snow-capped mountains and winter sports but Austria isn’t just for skiing. Sölden is located in western Austria, within the state of Tyrol. It’s a popular skiing resort in the winter and is home to the country’s second highest mountain, Wildspitze, which stands at over 3,658 mt. The town itself is over 1,220 mt above sea level and is about an hour’s drive from Innsbruck Airport. Its main claim to fame last year is that a large portion of the James Bond film Spectre was shot there.

GET TO KNOW

Sölden has got even two glaciers to offer, which are the Rettenbach and Tiefenbach glaciers. The skiing region at the glaciers, covering an area of about 20 sqkm, is the largest skiable glacial area of Austria. Furthermore Sölden is the only skiing region that has to offer three skiable peaks that are more than 3,000 metres high, which are the Gaislachkogel (3,058 mt), the Tiefenbachkogel (3,250 mt) and the Schwarze Schneid (3,367 mt). They are known as the “BIG 3”. Get your walking boots on and get outside! Set off early and go hiking in the mountains surrounding the valley, stopping off at any number of Alpine inns to refuel. The views across the valley are unrivalled, be sure to check out the heart shaped lake. If you don’t like hiking, you can hop on a mountain lift and grab an authentic Austrian breakfast at an Alpine inn before having a go at a spot of mountain biking on the specially designed trails. A little way out of town you’ll find Area 47 Adventure Park, home to the Flying Fox and Mega Swing, a high ropes climbing course and a new wake boarding facility for any snowboarders looking for a summer fix.
Das Central - Alpine.Luxury.Life

DAS CENTRAL - ALPINE.LUXURY.LIFE IS A TOP ADDRESS FOR SPORTS ENTHUSIASTS, FOR THOSE IN SEARCH OF RELAXATION AND FOR PEOPLE WHO CRAVE AN OPEN AND INFORMAL ATMOSPHERE BUT WHO ALSO APPRECIATES LUXURY AND CULINARY DELIGHTS. IT PROVIDES A UNIQUE LUXURY ESCAPE ON THE ÖTZAL ALPS.

+ 43 525 422 60-0 - info@central-soelden.at - thehotelspecialist.it/das-central
In the heart of the sun-blessed Ötztal, at the centre of an Eldorado of winter sports and summer activities, Das Central lies an oasis of pleasure. Sölden has earned itself the nickname “Ibiza of the Alps” thanks to its wild nightlife. Ski touring enthusiasts can explore the many surrounding mountains, including Tirol’s highest peak, the Wildspitze, while freestylers will enjoy the funparks and speed freaks can see how fast they are on race courses.

This Tyrolean Hotel, which features 125 individually-designed rooms and suites, coupled with a fantastic team of staff delivering personal service with genuine Tyrolean hospitality. The décor of the rooms at Das Central blends splendid traditional design with a refined modern aesthetic. They are furnished in the most varied styles, but with great taste and a love of detail.

Das Central combines’ toque-rated cuisine and wine philosophy in perfect harmony. Guests can enjoy highlights of Austrian Alpine Cuisine, creative Mediterranean and Asian cooking and haute cuisine. The Spa offers an extensive array of holistic treatments on 1500 sqm, designed with a serene and restful atmosphere, to encourage rejuvenation and relaxation.

DAS CENTRAL - ALPINE.LUXURY.LIFE
AUWEG 3 - 6450 SÖLDEN
+ 43 525 422 60-0 - info@central-soelden.at - thehotelspecialist.it/das-central
see a special World

The Hotel Specialist Ski-Tips are available online at thehotelspecialist.it
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